In this paper, we focus on lexical semantics, a key issue in Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
Introduction
Lexical semantics are a key issue in Natural Language Processing (NLP) since they represent the point of convergence with conceptual Knowledge Representation (KR) and ontologies. They also browse the area of lexical resources processing, so that many works in both NLP and AI have been devoted to lexical semantic functions, as a way to tackle the problem of word sense representation and discrimination. Among the well established trends in lexical semantics representations, two trends seem to be conflictual: the WordNet approach [11] , [4] , born from semantic networks, and KR-oriented, and the Vector approach, originated from the Saltonian representation in Information Retrieval [17] , which has found a set of applications in NLP. The first is based on logic and the second on vector-space algebra.
The first is very efficient for is-a relationships (considered as the conceptual relation often embedded in hyperonymy) but is silent, or almost so, about several other interesting lexical functions such as antonymy and thematic association. Synonymy has been tackled [19] , [13] , but discrimination between synonymy and hyperonymy has often led researchers to look for a more flexible notion such as semantic similarity [14] . The vector approach is completely at the at the opposite. Offering very easily thematic association, it allows many fine-grained synonymy [7] and antonymy [20] functions to be defined and implemented, but is unable to differentiate or to valid the existence of hyperonymous relations.
In this paper we show how to account for hyperonymy within the vector-based frame for semantics, relying on a cooperation between semantic networks and conceptual vectors, and how this can be applied to new functions such as word substitution, and semantic approximation, that belong to the field of semantic similarity. We use a semantic network to enhance vector learning, and symmetrically we build customized semantic networks out of hyperonymous relations between vectors.
is defined, we find: "a herbivorous animal, with four legs, etc. . . ". A good hyperonym for this definition of horse is herbivorous mammal. Animal is another hyperonym, since 'herbivorous mammal is-a mammal and mammalis-a animal' is true. However, thematically, a horse is very close to a herbivore, whereas herbivores do not constitute a class but a set of individuals that may belong to different lines of the taxonomy (birds and insects and reptiles could be herbivorous, but also metaphorically, many other things). Thus, even if, in language, one wants to write that a horse is a herbivore eventhough horse is-a herbivore is false.
WordNet and Hyperonymy
WordNet is a built taxonomy of words, and as such, only captures is-a relations. A hyperonym is a linguistic superordinate, generally used in definitions that also captures particular properties that cannot act as classes by themselves. Polysemous words have many definitions, and thus many hyperonyms: a horse is also a vehicle, that is, a mean of transportation.This implies many is-a relations, which explains why WordNet is a network and not a tree. The only constraint in language is that a hyperonym needs to be more general (and thus herbivore could act as a hyperonym for horse) whereas in a semantic network, every step of the chain of classes and subclasses must verify the order relation.
Hyperonymy and Word Definition
As shown before, hyperonyms could be extracted, when they are not known, from most dictionary like definitions. Only general concepts, which tend to play the role of hyperonyms (and is-a ) superclasses of many others, are not defined through aristotelian definition, but are explained by their hyponyms. This is why, in our CVM (Conceptual Vector Model) model presented in next section, we consider the existence of a "hyperonymy horizon" beyond which definitions become inversed: hyperonyms are more difficult to find and less explicative than hyponyms. The word action is almost at the top of the WordNet taxonomy and dictionary definitions tend to explain it with more specific words.
The Conceptual Vector Model (CVM)
Vectors have been used in Information Retrieval for long [18] and for meaning representation by the LSI model [3] from latent semantic analysis (LSA) studies in psycholinguistics. In NLP, [2] proposes a formalism for the projection of the linguistic notion of semantic field in a vectorial space, from which our model is inspired.
From a set of elementary notions, concepts, it is possible to build vectors (conceptual vectors) and to associate them to lexical items. 1 The hypothesis that considers a set of concepts as a generator to language has been long described in [16] (thesaurus hypothesis) and has been used by researchers in NLP (e.g. [21] ). Polysemous words combine different vectors corresponding to different meanings. This vector approach is based on well known mathematical properties: it is thus possible to undertake formal manipulations attached to reasonable linguistic interpretations. Concepts are defined from a thesaurus (in our prototype applied to French, we have chosen [8] where 873 concepts are identified to compare with the thousand defined in [16] ). To be consistent with the thesaurus hypothesis, we consider that this set constitutes a generator space for words and their meanings. This space is probably not free (no proper vectorial base) and as such, any word would project its meaning on this space according to the following principle.
Principle
Let be C a finite set of n concepts, a conceptual vector V is a linear combinaison of elements c i of C. For a meaning A, a vector V (A) is the description (in extension) of activations of all concepts of C. For example, the different meanings of door could be projected on the following concepts (the set of pairs ( CONCEPT [intensity] . . .
In practice, the largest C is, the finer the meaning descriptions are. In return, the computer manipulation is less easy. As most vectors are dense (very few null coordinates), the enumeration of activated concepts is long and difficult to evaluate. We generally prefer to select the thematically closest terms, i.e., the neighbourhood. For instance, the closest terms ordered by increasing distance of door are:
To handle semantics within this vector frame, we use the common operations on vectors. An interesting measure is the angular distance that accounts for a similarity measure.
As an example, we present, hereafter, the vector sum , the scalar product and the angular distance equations.
Vectors Sum
Let A and B be two vectors, we define V as their normed sum:
Intuitively, the vector sum of A and B corresponds to the union of semantic properties of A and B. This operator is idempotent as we have A ⊕ A = A. The null vector 0 is a neutral element of the vector sum and, by definition, we have 0 ⊕ 0 = 0.
Vectors Product
The vector product is equivalent to a normed term to term product. Let X and Y be two vectors, we define V as their normed term to term product:
This operator is idempotent and 0 is absorbent.
Intuitively, the vector product of A and B corresponds to the intersection of semantic properties of A and B. This is a crucial feature for hyperonymy since a hyperonym and its hyponym could be seen as one containing the properties of the other. But it is also important in synonymy and may give hints about polysemous properties of some conceptual vectors (intersections with many different vectors). A better function for emphasizing intersection is given in the paragraph about contextualisation.
Angular Distance
Let us define Sim(A, B) as one of the similarity measures between two vectors A et B, often used in Information Retrieval. We can express this function as:
with "·" as the scalar product. We suppose here that vector components are positive or null. Then, we define an angular distance D A between two vectors A and B as follows:
Intuitively, this function constitutes an evaluation of thematic proximity and is the measure of the angle between the two vectors. We would generally consider that, for a distance D A (A, B) ≤ π 4 , (i.e. less than 45 degrees), A and B are thematically close and share many concepts. For
, the thematic proximity between A and B would be considered as loose. Around π 2 , they have no relation. D A is a real distance function. It verifies the properties of reflexivity, symmetry and triangular inequality. In the following, we will speak of distance only when these last properties will be verified, otherwise we will speak of measure.
Contextualisation
When two terms are in presence of each other, some of the meanings of each of them are thus selected by the presence of the other, acting as a context. This phenomenon is called contextualisation. It consists in emphasizing common features of every meaning. Let X and Y be two vectors, we define γ(X, Y ) as the contextualisation of X by Y as:
These functions are not symmetrical. The operator γ is idempotent (γ(X, X) = X) and the null vector is the neutral element. (γ(X, 0) = X ⊕ 0 = X). We will notice, without demonstration, that we have thus the following properties of closeness and of farness:
The function γ(X, Y ) brings the vector X closer to Y proportionally to their intersection. The contextualization is a low-cost meaning of amplifying properties that are salient in a given context. For a polysemous word vector, if the context vector is relevant, one of the possible meanings is activated through contextualization. For example, bank by itself is ambiguous and its vector is pointing somewhere between those of river bank and money institution. If the vector of bank is contextualized by river, then concepts related to finance would considerably dim.
Implemented Lexical Functions: Synonymy and Antonymy

Synonymy
Two lexical items are in a synonymy relation if there is a semantic equivalence between them.
Synonymy is a pivot relation in NLP, but remains problematic, since semantic equivalence is not translatable into an equivalence relationship. It does not necessarily verify transitivity [10] and it could be, at least partially, confused with hyperonymy, when equivalence is reduced to semantic similarity [14] . A possible solution in a vector framework is to define a contextual synonymy (also proposed in [5] ) represented by a three argument relation, which then supports the properties of an equivalence relationship. The suggested solution is called relative synonymy [7] . The functional representation is the following: We define the relative synonymy functionSyn R , between three vectors A, B and C, the later playing the role of a pivot, as:
The interpretation corresponds to testing the thematic closeness of two meanings (A and B), each one enhanced with what it has in common with a third (C). The advantage of such a solution is that it circumvents the effects of polysemy in cutting transitivity and symmetry. However, it does not provide a real distinction between a hyperonym of a given meaning of a word, and a true synonym of such a word. This problem is discussed in next section, when introducing more flexible notions such as word substitution.
Antonymy
Two lexical items are in antonymy relation if there is a symmetry between their semantic components relatively to an axis.
Three types of symmetry have been defined, inspired from linguistic research [12] . As an example, we expose only the 'complementary' antonymy proposed by [20] : The same method is used for the other types. Complementary antonyms are couples like event/unevent, presence/absence.
Complementary antonymy presents two kinds of symmetry, (i) a value symmetry in a boolean system, as in the examples above, and (ii) a symmetry about the application of a property (black is the absence of color, so it is "opposed" to all other colors or color combinaisons). The functional representation is the following: The function AntiLex S returns the n closest antonyms of A in the context defined by C in reference to R. The partial function AntiLex R has been defined to take care of the fact that, in most cases, context is enough to determine a symmetry axis. AntiLex B is defined to yield a symmetry axis rather than a context. In practice, we have AntiLex B = AntiLex R . The last function is the absolute antonymy function. Their associated equations are given hereafter.
An implementation of these functions in the CVM is detailed and commented in [20] .
Conceptual Vectors Construction
Building conceptual vectors is achieved throug processing definitions from different sources (dictionaries, synonym lists, manual indexations, etc). Definitions are parsed with an NLP parser called SYGMART and the corresponding conceptual vector is computed according to a procedure defined as follows.
After filtering according to various morphosyntactic attributes, we attach to the leaf (terminal node of the conceptual tree) a conceptual vector that is computed from the vectors of its k definitions. The most straighforward way (not the best) to do so, is to compute the average vector:
If the word is unknown (i.e. it is not in the dictionary), the null vector is taken instead.
The vectors are then propagated upward. Consider a tree node N with p dependants N i (1 ≤ ip) . The newly computed vector of N is the weighted sum of all vectors of N i :
The weights α depend of the syntactic functions of the node. For instance, a governor would be given a higher weight (α = 2) than a regular node (α = 1).The vectors computed for a boat sail and for a sail boat would not be identical. Once the vector of the tree root is computed a downward propagation is performed. A node vector is contextualized by its parent: N) . This is done iteratively until reaching a leaf. This analysis method shapes, from existing conceptual vectors and definitions, new vectors. It requires a bootstrap with a kernel composed of pre-computed vectors, manually indexed for the most frequent or difficult terms and already defined in [8] . One way to build an coherent learning system is to take care of the semantic relations beetween items, and among them, synonymy, antonymy and the most important, hyperonymy. A relevant conceptual vector basis is obtained after some iterations in the learning process. At the moment of writing this article, our system counts more than 71000 items for French and more than 288000 vectors. 2000 vectors are concerned with antonymy, almost all of them are concerned with synonymy and hyperonymy. The computed functions have allowed to enhance the representation of almost all vectors.
Importance of Hyperonymy in CVM
A framework for hyperonymy is very useful for enhancing vector construction, since most vectors are built by parsing hyperonymous definitions provided by on-line sources on the Web. In fact, all lexical functions appear to be a great help for such as task. Symmetrically, relations between vectors are crucial for a data driven approach : trying to extract semantic relations in corpora ( [21] ) and thus building a domain ontology, or trying to organize information in corpora by relying upon is-a hierarchies ( [9] , [15] ).
Computing Hyperonymy
As our approach is both data driven and hierarchy-based, we first try to define the impact of hyperonymy by measuring distances in corpora. These distances help to define word substitution and semantic approximation (with a taxonomical aspect). The theoretical model, both within semantic networks and vector space, is the inclusion model: a subclass includes the properties of its superclass. We show in this section how inclusion is dealt with and what results we have obtained.
Co-occurrence Model
We define two measures between a term w and an hyperonym candidate h:
W (resp. H) represents the number of documents in a given corpus that contains the term w (resp. h). The value H ∩ W represents the number of documents that contains both terms h and w. M T is reminiscent of the recall and M S of the precision in Information Retrieval.
Hyperonymy, Word Substitution, Semantic Approximation: Building a local possible is-a Hierarchy
If we add the hypothesis that h is possible hyperonym, then the measure M S evaluates to which extend w can be substitued by h and is thus a word substitution measure. Similarily, M T is a taxonomy evaluation, and corresponds to a semantic approximation, the way one can approximate horse by mammal.
We have made the experiment by accessing Google (www.google.com) and the number of hits returned for each request. For example, we have the following result for the term airplane:
The most substituable candidate is plane (highest M S ), but it is the worst on the taxonomy evaluation. flying plane is the most precise term (highest M T ) but reasonably cannot be used instead of airplane. For a larger example on horse, refer to annex. Adding found hyperonyms can lead to the identification either (1) of new salient properties in already existing meanings or (2) of new meanings altogether. Thematic distance is used as a meaning selector.
In this case, we do create the new meanings (horse/ transportation mean and horse/meat) and link them to their hyperonyms. The problem is that starting from vectorized definitions, there is no way to catch these new meanings as they are not (yet) identified. Thus, to overcome this problem, we link each of these new meanings as hyperonym to its closest already existing counterpart. In the above example, we have:
• horse/ transportation mean is closer to horse/mammal than to horse/power unit. This relation can be checked on their respective vector, and (sometimes) by pattern matching on some part of (encyclopedic) definition.
• horse/meat is closer to horse/mammal than to horse/power unit.
Inclusion Model
If A is an hyperonym of B, then the properties of A are included in B. This can be mesured through vector intersection and distance:
For example, we have the following measure between horse/mammal and mammal:
From this result, we deduce that mammal properties are included in horse Morover, if we know that horse and mammal are in a hyperonymic relation, then mammal is the hyperonym. Of course to know the existence of this relation, the co-occurence model is the answer.
Limits of the Model
The model operates very well for vectors that has been computed from hyperonymic definitions. But for very general terms, where definitions tends to be hyponymic (a collection of examples), the vector inclusion is reversed. More precisely, this is called the horizon limit. The horizon is constituted by leaves concepts of the taxonomy on which the vector space is defined.
When the definition leads to a new vector, vectors of the terms present in this definition are mixed. Thus, the vector is flat compared to the main concept(s) involved. We have a formal measure for flatness which is the coefficient of variation C V :
The C V is the standard deviation s of the component of the vector divided by the mean µ. This a unitless value.
By definition, C V is only defined for non nul vectors. If C V (A) = 0 then the vector A is flat, at its maximum value (around 29 when n = 873), we have a boolean vector (only one component is activated with 1 all others are zeros). The horizon stands at the highest level of the variation coefficient which is the lowest level of the thesaurus hierarchy. On the left side, we have terms that are strictly specialization (by mixing) of concepts. On the right side, we have generalization of concepts, which similarly by vector mixing tend to lower the variation coefficient of vectors.
Over the horizon, we do have:
How can we assess on which side of the concept hill a given vector stands. By itself, the variation coefficient just evaluates the general shape of the vector and its conceptuality relatively to the concept set. We have two ways to solve this problem:
1. focusing on a lexical approach mixing lexical functions and information to vectors. The co-occurence model is a possible answer and more generaly semantic graphs as well.
2. another approach is to include, as dimension of the vector space, every concepts of the hierachy and not only the leaves. This solution is only partial, because it cannot tackle the added problem of polysemy if we work on the lexical item and not on the acception level.
Discussion
We have given some numerical results in annex. The experiments we have conducted on a collection of nouns (and compound nouns), revealed the problem of the conceptual horizon. This horizon stands at the lowest level of the concepts hierarchy (we used [8] for French language). Because of the nature of vector composition, the inclusion model should be inverted when terms stand beyond this horizon.
The detection of crossing of the conceptual horizon is done through lexical models. More precisely, it can be done through the co-occurence model but also by the identification of hyponyms. The detailed presentation of hyponyms identification is beyond the scope of this paper, but enough is to say that more abstract terms (corresponding to large taxonomic classes) contain a large number of hyponyms. According to our model, hyperonymy and hyponymy functions are not strictly symmetrical (both in their usage and behavior in corpora) and can be used together to strengthen the built network.
An application of our model, still under development, is a paraphrase tool. From a given text, the system produces a new text where terms are substituted by hyperonyms (or quasi synonyms). Initial results shows that the most natural paraphrases are those which maximize substitution value and not taxomomic precision. Such a tool could be used for to globally assess the practical validity of our approach but also as a partial preprocess to Machine Translation.
Conclusion
In this paper we have tried to show how to account for hyperonymy within the vector-based frame for semantics, relying on a cooperation between semantic networks and conceptual vectors. After having assessed the importance of lexical functions such as synonymy and antonymy for lexical choice and conceptual vectors construction and usage, we have focused on hyperonymy, more difficult to discriminate in a numeric approach such as ours. As our approach is both data driven and hierarchy-based, we first tried to define the impact of hyperonymy by measuring distances in corpora. These distances help to define word substitution and semantic approximation (with a taxonomical aspect). The theoretical model, both within semantic networks and vector space, being the inclusion model we showed how inclusion has been dealt with and what results we have obtained. Although being satisfactory, these result stend to reflect the multifaceted properties of hyperonymy: by being more complex than an is-a relation, hyperonymy needs to be constrained by the task to perform. If text correction or explanation are at stake, then word substitution is a good usage of hyperonymic properties. If taxonomy building is the goal, then semantic approximation is a better candidate. So, the same way other lexical functions such as synonymy and antonymy have been restricted by adding a notion of relativity when confronted to text bases, also hyperonymy appears as not absolute, the way an is-a relation is. It seems better to decline it into its functions and to define it according to processing goals.
